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“It’s done! My Ultimate Force is finally complete!” exclaimed Kai giddily. As he 
stared at the Divine Bow in his hand, he didn’t hesitate to pull the string back 
again. In an instant, three enormous arrows manifested. on the bow. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! The arrows, once launched, descended from the 
sky like artillery. The fiery explosion they caused upon making contact with the 
ground instantly destroyed countless phantoms. 

Boom! Boom! Boom… 

Following the thunderous blasts, many phantoms perished. Kai guffawed. 
“That feels so good! This Divine Bow is motherf*cking awesome!” 
Unbeknownst to him, the environment started to change after he shot those 
arrows. 

The sky, which was initially gray, grew darker and more intimidating, as 
though a storm was about to arrive. When the sky turned completely dark, the 
phantoms stopped fleeing and kneeled on the ground. 

Only then did Kai notice something odd was occurring. “What’s going on?” He 
surveyed his surrounding, confused about what was transpiring. Suddenly, a 
bolt of light zipped toward him from the horizon. 

Seeing that, he immediately lifted the Divine Bow and got ready to defend 
himself. That bolt of light stopped right before Kai. Then, a humanoid figure 
appeared. 

Kai was overjoyed, thinking he could finally ask the person what kind of place 
this was. However, the moment he recognized who it was, he was stunned. 
The newcomer had a similar reaction. 

“Why is it you?” both uttered in unison. The figure before Kai was none other 
than Hadad, whom Kai had rescued. Astounded, Hadad questioned, “How did 
your come here? Upon spotting the Divine Bow in Kai’s hand, he asked, 
“Were you the one who used the Divine Bow?” 

“Yes, I did.” Kai nodded and briefly recounted his journey there. “I thought 
you’ve returned to Ethereal Realm, Hadad. Also, I can tell you’re no longer a 
soul remnant. Have you reconstructed your body?” He didn’t understand why 



Hadad was there. Instead of answering the question, Hadad. muttered to 
himself, “D’mmit, I didn’t expect there’s a portal beneath the altar.. .” 

“You haven’t answered my question. What is this place? Didn’t you go to the 
Ethereal. Realm?” inquired Kai. “This is the Ethereal Realm.” 

“What? This place is the Ethereal Realm? Why does the Ethereal Realm look 
like this?” Stunned, Kai scanned his environment in disbelief. It’s nothing like 
how I imagined it to be at all! 

“All right, you need to leave right now. I don’t have time to explain everything 
to you. If you don’t hurry, you won’t be able to depart from this place,” urged 
Hadad panickily. 

“I can’t leave, though. The black hole I came through has disappeared,” said 
Kai. “Didn’t you obtain a crystalline arrow here?” Hadad asked. 

“Oh yeah! You’re right!” Without delay, Kai withdrew that crystalline arrow 
from his Storage Ring. “If you shoot this arrow with the Divine Bow at the sky, 
a portal will open. You’ll be able to return if you pass through it,” explained 
Hadad. 

“I want to know what kind of place this is. Since I’m already here, can’t you 
show me hospitality and give me a tour of this realm? Why are you so eager 
to send me back home? What’s actually going on here?” Kai was confounded. 
Why is he desperately urging me to return? 

Furiously, Hadad shouted at Kai, “I seriously do not have the time to explain 
everything to you. Hurry and use the Divine Bow to shoot that arrow and open 
the portal! Otherwise, it’ll be too late!” 
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Observing how anxious Hadad was, Kai refrained from uttering another word. 
He deftly drew back the bowstring and aimed it toward the dark sky. 

Whoosh! Releasing his grip on the bowstring, Kai shot the glistening arrow 
into the sky. The arrow instantaneously detonated in the air, clearing up the 
darkness and revealing the clear blue sky. 

Underneath the azure sky, a black hole gradually emerged. It was enveloped 
by a tremendous gravitational force that sucked everything in its vicinity. Upon 



seeing the black hole, all the phantoms floated slowly toward the sky and 
were subsequently sucked into the hole. 

“Hurry! Leave!” Hadad urged Kai as the black hole appeared. Kai was about 
to say something when Hadad abruptly shoved him and sent him flying 
toward. the black hole. The suction force engulfed Kai, pulling him inward. 

After Kai completely vanished, Hadad waved his hand, causing the black hole 
in the sky to gradually dissipate. He gazed up at the sky and murmured to 
himself, “As expected of the son of a dragon.. He could pull the Divine Bow so 
effortlessly” 

Just as he finished speaking, Hadad frowned and his expression swiftly 
changed. He cast a fleeting glance in the distance before transforming into a 
streak of light and vanishing without a trace. Shortly after Hadad’s departure, 
more than a dozen beams materialized directly at the summit of the mountain. 

The group of people that emerged on the mountaintop beheld their 
surroundings. To be exact, they were not humans, but beings with animalistic 
heads and human-like bodies. “Your Majesty, the Divine Bow is missing. 
Someone must have pulled it!” a rat-headed individual said to a lion-headed 
figure. 

“Who could it be? The person actually managed to draw the Divine Bow and 
even killed the giant phantom,” spat the lion-headed figure viciously as its 
gaze glinted coldly. 

The rest remained silent. After a while, it waved its hands. “Chase after the 
culprit! I must find the person who managed to draw the Divine Bow!” 

Soon, these monstrous beings with animalistic heads and human-like bodies 
transformed into beams of light and vanished without a trace. 

Meanwhile, Kai, after being engulfed in impenetrable darkness, found himself 
once again in the valley. Emerging from the cave’s mouth, he discovered that 
the valley had already become overrun by phantoms. 

Trapped behind the sealed gates of the valley, the phantoms could not 
escape. “Who the f*ck dared to seal these gates? Do Wrey and the rest not 
want me to leave?” 



Kai knew that Wrey and the rest were the culprits upon seeing the sealed 
gates. Yet, since there were so many phantoms surrounding him, Kai was in 
no hurry to leave. Instead, he planned to first kill the phantoms and replenish 
his Ultimate Force. 

However, he refrained from using the Divine Bow in the valley. The 
Dragonslayer Sword alone proved more than sufficient for dealing with 
ordinary phantoms. Gripping the Dragonslayer Sword tightly, Kai embarked on 
a relentless massacre, his excitement mounting with each life taken. 

Meanwhile, in the abyss outside the valley, Wrey and the rest were diligently 
practicing the techniques bestowed upon them by Yona. After numerous days 
of arduous training, they finally mastered the intricacies of the technique. 

“No wonder so many would choose to pursue Demonic Cultivation despite 
being condemned. The Demonic Cultivation techniques are indeed 
formidable, though they’re a bit brutal and violent,” Wrey exclaimed excitedly 
upon mastering the techniques. 

“In this society, strength reigns supreme. It is a world where the weak 
succumb to the strong. It doesn’t matter how brutal the techniques might be. 
Let’s unseal the gate and release the phantoms. I already can’t wait!” said 
Hugh.. 

“Very well. Let’s open the gate. After so many days, there must be quite a lot 
of phantoms inside. However, we’ll be the only ones killing. the phantoms. 
The other disciples can just scavenge our remains,” declared Wrey. 

No one dared to defy Wrey when he spoke. The disciples from the other sects 
possessed no authority to object, either. Wrey and his companions then 
stepped forward, combining their strengths to open the gate to the valley. 
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While Wrey and the others opened the gate,. Matthew and Yashur were a 
short distance away from the abyss, having tirelessly searched for Kai for 
countless days. 

They grew increasingly anxious since they could not find Kai no matter what. 
“Master, Mr. Chance didn’t get into an accident, right?” Archer asked Matthew. 
“What are you talking about? Mr. Chance will be fine.” Matthew shot Archer a 
piercing glare. “Looks like I’ll need to play my trump card…” 



Great Diviner took a deep breath before retrieving a bunch of copper coins 
from his pocket. He tossed the coins into the air. “Get into formation!” he 
yelled, prompting the disciples of Divination Sect to swiftly assemble into a 
formation resembling the eight trigrams. 

Each disciple caught a copper coin in their palms. In unison, the disciples 
drew a drop of blood. essence from the middle of their brows and dropped it 
onto the surface of the copper coins. Meanwhile, Great Diviner struck his own 
chest with an unwavering force. 

Pfft! Blood sprayed out of his lips, materializing instantly into a billowing 
screen that unfurled within the air. Immediately, the coins held by the 
disciples. started to glow, lighting up the red screen. 

Gradually, a silhouette appeared on the curtain and quickly became clear. The 
scene depicted Kai fighting the phantoms with his Dragonslayer Sword. “It’s 
Mr. Chance! It’s Mr. Chance!” Skyler yelled excitedly. “It’s that valley! The 
valley within the abyss!” 

Matthew also discovered that Kai was indeed in that valley. The scene only 
appeared for a fleeting moment before dissipating. The copper coins that the 
Divination Sect disciples were holding shattered into countless fragments. 

Meanwhile, Great Diviner collapsed on the ground, heavily injured. Reacting 
swiftly, Yashur extended his hand and channeled a surge of martial energy 
into Great Diviner’s body. 

“I’m relieved after seeing that Mr. Chance is fine. Mr. Songscloud, don’t worry 
about me. Hurry and look for Mr. Chance. I’ll recover after a few days,” 
muttered Great Diviner weakly. 

“Okay. Rest here. We shall return quickly.” Yashur nodded. Yashur and 
Matthew hastened toward the abyss, leaving Great Diviner and the Divination 
Sect disciples behind. Great Diviner suffered serious internal injuries after 
unleashing his ultimate move. 

Within the abyss, Wrey and the rest finally opened the gate. They were 
brimming with excitement at the thought of killing the phantoms and bolstering 
their powers. 



However, as the gate swung open gradually, a collective sense of 
astonishment befell them. The valley lay before them, a barren expanse bereft 
of even a trace of the phantoms.. 

“This doesn’t make sense. Why aren’t there any phantoms in sight?” Wrey 
voiced his bewilderment. “Let’s enter and see if anything happened at the 
mouth of the cave,” suggested Hugh, planning to check out the cave where 
the phantoms emerged from. 

Yet, as they walked toward the depths of the valley, they were confronted by 
someone barring their way. Everyone was shocked when the person turned 
around. 

“Kai?” they exclaimed in unison with a look of disbelief. They assumed that 
Kai had died after jumping into that black hole. Little did they expect him to still 
be alive. 

Apparently, Kai was the one who killed every last phantom in the valley. “You 
aren’t dead yet, you rascal?” Wrey exclaimed in astonishment. “How can I 
possibly die first when you’re still alive?” Nathan revealed a cold smirk. 

“Hmph! So what if you’re still alive? You won’t be able to live for long. This 
time, I will personally kill you and watch as you’re reduced to pulp.” This time, 
Wrey was determined to witness Kai’s demise with his own eyes. “I’m afraid 
you aren’t capable enough to kill me.” 

Kai remained calm, unfazed even in the face of Wrey and the group of experts 
from the hidden realm. Those people posed no threat to Kai, who had the 
Divine Bow in his possession. 
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“B*stard! You’re courting death!” Wrey wasn’t interested in wasting time 
spouting nonsense with Kai. He immediately got ready to launch an attack. 

However, before Wrey could move, a gush of terrifying aura suddenly came 
rushing over. In the next moment, a few figures appeared before Kai to shield 
him. 

“How dare you disrespect Mr. Chance? Do you have a death wish?” Glaring 
viciously at Wrey. Yashur waved his hand in the air, unleashing an intense 
wave of martial energy and sending Wrey flying away. 



The others were startled to see Yashur appear before their eyes without 
warning. After all, Yashur had just demonstrated to them the power of a 
Manifestor not long ago. Wrey was in utter shock as he got to his feet and 
looked at Yashur, his complexion pale. 

Although Yashur wasn’t a Manifestor yet, he was at least an Eighth Level 
Martial Arts Sovereign. In other words, he was too strong for Wrey to handle. 
Wrey knew he needed all the help from the others to defeat Yashur. 

However, since Kai and Matthew were also there, Wrey and the others no 
longer had the upper hand. Wrey was livid and puzzled. Kai was supposed to 
face his doom today, but now, the tables have turned! Why is it so hard to kill 
Kai? 

“Yashur, stay out of this. Let me handle Wrey on my own,” Kai said to Yashur. 
“Mr. Chance, with your current ability, I’m afraid you aren’t strong enough to 
face Wrey. Let me kill them for you!” Yashur was worried, thinking that Kai 
stood no chance of winning a fight against Wrey. 

“Don’t worry. I only said so because I know I can defeat him.” Kai flashed a 
faint smile. Seeing how confident Kai was, Yashur nodded and got out of the 
way. If Mr. Chance turns out to be weaker than Wrey, I can always jump in to 
rescue Mr. Chance. 

“Wrey, I’m giving you a chance to fight me one- on-one. If I’m weaker than 
you, you can kill me,” Kai taunted Wrey. “You’re too arrogant, Kai! Let’s make 
a deal, then. If you fail to defeat me, you aren’t allowed to let that old thing 
help you!” Wrey was afraid that Yashur would intervene. 

“Well, of course. If you’re stronger than me, I don’t mind letting you kill me.” 
Kai smiled. “Fine. Let’s fight!” Wrey narrowed his eyes, and the martial energy 
in his body churned. In the next moment, countless swords were seen circling 
his body, and each sword was packed with an incredible amount of force. 

“Flying Sword Array? Why is Wrey using his trump card as his first move?” 
Matthew was stunned when he saw the sword array Wrey had deployed. I 
think Wrey is trying to kill Kai with a single move so that Yashur won’t have 
the chance to intervene! 

Yashur frowned slightly when he saw that. He then turned around to glance at 
the others from the hidden realm and warned, “I’ll kill anyone who dares to 
interfere in the fight between Mr. Chance and Wrey.” 



Yashur was worried that Wrey’s subordinates would pull dirty tricks when Kai 
fought Wrey. The crowd from the hidden realm all retreated in fear when they 
heard Yashur’s words. Needless to say, none of them would dare to help 
Wrey. 

“Go to hell!” Wrey launched his attack, and countless swords were shot in 
Kai’s direction. In response, Kai whipped out his Dragonslayer Sword and 
activated his Golem. Body. Just like that, the battle began. 

Kai didn’t unleash his ultimate skill or take out the Divine Bow. Those are my 
trump cards. won’t use them unless absolutely necessary! Initially, Wrey was 
planning to kill Kai with a single move, but he soon found out that Kai was 
stronger than he thought.. 

As their weapons clashed with one another, explosions resounded 
continuously in the valley, and the earth shook. The onlookers were 
flabbergasted because none of them thought Kai was strong enough to fight 
Wrey. In fact, they had thought that the battle would be one-sided and that it 
would be a piece of cake for Wrey to defeat Kai. 

Right then, Wrey started to grow anxious. If I can’t defeat Kai and end this 
fight soon, I’ll lose control over the people from the hidden realm! If that 
happens, no one will obey me anymore! 

 


